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Merlin Profiling Bed
The Merlin Classic Profiling Bed is a design-conscious and functional bed from the 

Merlin range of profiling beds. The Classic represents a practical, durable and classy 
looking bed, built with usability in mind.

Ergonomic locking handset
A straightforward, easy-to-operate 

handset is used to control the Merlin 
Classic bed. The handset has a locking 
feature that enables the operator to 

disable all or just Trendelenburg 
functions where there are safety 

concerns with the user.

Profiling Mattress
The Merlin Classic can accommodate 
mattresses of up to 8" in depth whilst 
remaining fully compliant with bed rail 
regulations. This eliminates the need 

for extension height side rails or 
copious risk assessments. 

Lock-down side rails
The Merlin Classic's full-length wooden 
side rails can be locked down and out 
of the way. The lock-down feature is 
simple to operate, providing a time 

saving and convenient way of 
decommissioning side rails.

Trendelenburg (tilt) function
The Merlin Classic's Trendelenburg function 
enables the caring of users with specialist 

care needs. The whole bed can be adjusted 
to tilt both forwards (Anti-Trendelenburg) 
and backwards (Trendelenburg), which is 

beneficial for users with respiratory 
conditions to help improve blood flow.

Adjustable nursing height
The Merlin Classic bed can be raised to 
a high nursing height of 795mm. This 
provides an optimum height range for 

diverse operator sizes and reduces 
back strain in taller carers.

Profiling mattress platform
The Merlin Classic's profiling mattress 
platform allows the user to adjust the 
backrest and knee-break of the base 

to sit up in bed and elevate their 
knees or feet. 

No hidden costs
The Merlin Classic bed is built with 

uncompromising quality and is backed 
with a full 3 Year Warranty that covers 

both parts and labour. When you 
choose any Merlin bed there are never 

any hidden costs.
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Merlin Profiling Bed
The Merlin Low Profiling Bed is a lower version of the standard height
 Merlin Classic, a design-conscious and functional bed from the Merlin 

range of profiling beds.

Ergonomic locking handset
A straightforward, easy-to-operate 

handset is used to control the Merlin 
Low bed. The handset has a locking 
feature that enables the operator to 

disable all or just Trendelenburg 
functions where there are safety 

concerns with the user.

Profiling Mattress
The Merlin Low can accommodate 

mattresses of up to 8" in depth whilst 
remaining fully compliant with bed rail 
regulations. This eliminates the need 

for extension height side rails or 
copious risk assessments. 

Lock-down side rails
The Merlin Low full-length wooden side 
rails can be locked down and out of the 
way. The lock-down feature is simple to 

operate, providing a time saving and 
convenient way of decommissioning 

side rails.

Trendelenburg (tilt) function
The Merlin Low is an ideal bed for users with 

specialist care needs, such as those with 

respiratory conditions. It features a 

Trendelenburg function which allows the bed to 

tilt both forwards and backwards, assisting with 

blood flow and relieving pressure build up.

Low height safety
The Merlin Low bed can be lowered to 

just 220mm from the floor, greatly 
reducing the risk of impact injury from 
falls. When coupled with floor safety 
mats, the risk of injury is removed 

almost entirely.

Profiling mattress platform
the Merlin Low bed allows users to 

adjust their back and leg rests as and 
when they desire. This enables users 
with the ability to sit up in their beds 
or to raise their knees, legs and feet 

at the push of a button.

No hidden costs
The Merlin Low bed is built with uncom-
promising quality and is backed with a 
full 3 Year Warranty that covers both 

parts and labour. When you choose any 
Merlin bed there are never any hidden 

costs.
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Merlin Profiling Bed
The Merlin mattress is designed for use within the NHS & healthcare. The Merlin is 

a fully profiling mattress with foam castellations on both sides of the foam. The 
Merlin also offers 4-way turn, designed to prolong the life of the mattress.

Pressure relieving CMHR foam
The Merlin is constructed from single 
grade CMHR foam which provides a 
soft lying surface for the user. The 

foam is castellated on both sides to 
ease profiling and variable size 
nodes enhance pressure relief. 

Wipe-clean nylon PU cover
The Merlin has a PU coated cover 

made from a 2-way stretch, 
vapour-permeable knitted nylon. The 
water resistant cover has sewn seams 

and zip closure on three sides for 
foam access.

Audit box 
With the high importance of mattress 

audits highlighted by the CQC The 
Merlin mattress has an audit box 

printed on the cover to assist care 
operators in carrying out the 
recommended annual audits.

Vapour permeability
The presence of moisture is known as a 

subjective indicator of pressure ulcer 
development. Two-way stretch mattress 
covers with vapour-permeability allow 

for better microclimate control, thereby 
reducing moisture presence.
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